Just when the season changed, I received a call
from Frikkie van Jaarsveld of Kringgatspruit Safaris.
He asked whether we would be interested in filming
one of our HunTech Pro episodes there. He also
mentioned that we would stay in tents and do our
own catering – a first for us! Next, I phoned Maans
Oberholzer of Oberholzer Taxidermy to invite him
on the hunt, and he immediately agreed. With
one spot still open, I contacted an old friend, SJ
Ras, to find out whether he wanted to join us. SJ
introduced me to bowhunting in 2007, so we were
both equally excited to hunt together for the first
time since then.

dialled in. I was using my Hoyt Axius Ultra from Magnum
Archery for this hunt. It was set to 70 lbs draw weight, with a
Pork Chop arrow, resulting in a combined weight of 512 gr.
I fitted the arrow with a 125 gr Grimm Reaper broadhead.
With this set-up, I was comfortable shooting most plains
game because I was getting good kinetic energy. It was in
the heat of the day, so we made a light lunch and waited for
cooler weather before going out for the afternoon session.

K

ringgatspruit Safaris is situated just outside Ellisras
(now Lephalale) in Limpopo. They have 19 game
species available for hunting. They cater for walkand-stalk, bow- and vehicle hunting, as well as bird shoots.
After arriving at our camp, we offloaded the bakkie. Then,
we shot a few arrows to make sure our bows were still

Our canvas tents in the Bushveld

At around 14:30, Frikkie fetched us and dropped SJ and
me off at the blind, where we could try our luck with our bows.
That afternoon, the wind was howling and gusting from different
directions. SJ said he had seen some zebra dung when we
arrived at the blind. He quickly jumped out of the vehicle and
collected some so that we could burn it to cover our scent.

The moment just before I took the shot

Burning zebra dung can help cover your scent so
that the animals cannot smell you.
At 16:00, we heard a snort behind us and knew the blue
wildebeest had to be close. The zebra dung was working well,
and we waited patiently for the blue wildebeest to appear.
Looking up, SJ saw a lone blue wildebeest bull. I had
to get up from the chair, get my bow, knock an arrow, and
draw back without making a noise. I guess this is where
experience plays a huge role in shot placement. The bull
was looking straight at us, and as he was standing a little
quartering-on, he made my shooting angle very difficult.
Shot placement is crucial when bowhunting. One has to
avoid hitting bone, otherwise the arrow won’t penetrate.
Just when I drew back my arrow, the blue wildebeest
turned around and looked the other way. He turned
broadside, and because he was looking in our direction, I
aimed a little higher than normal to compensate in case he
reacted when I took the shot. I squeezed the trigger and let
the arrow fly. The bull did exactly what I had anticipated and
he reacted. However, because I had aimed a little higher,
my arrow hit precisely where it was supposed to.
The following day, we split up into groups. SJ and Frikkie
sat in the blind, while Maans and I hunted with rifles. As
Maans and I set out on foot to an area with a dam nearby,
we knew we would definitely encounter some animals on
the way there. Approaching the dam, Maans spotted a
zebra stallion drinking. We quickly stalked closer. Taking
aim with his Blaser .308, Maans lined up the shot when the
zebra looked up. He took the shot and dropped the stallion
in his tracks.
After recovering the zebra, Maans and I built a shelter close
to the water to see what else we could find. Within 30 minutes,
we had some activity again, with a few impala coming in to
drink. Soon after, we spotted a nice warthog boar approaching,
and Maans got ready with his Blaser.
A headshot was the only option. I told Maans to take it
before the boar took off again, but only if he was comfortable
doing so. Maans steadied himself and fired – a perfect shot
that downed the animal on the spot.

Just before impact, the blue wildebeest moved.
Anticipating this, I aimed a little higher.

The beautiful blue wildebeest bull, shot with my
Hoyt Axius Ultra

The warthog boar right before Maans took the shot

While we were hunting, SJ and Frikkie waited patiently at
the blind for whatever animals might come in. SJ was using
his PSE Decree, set to 70 lbs. With his good arrow set-up,
he had peace of mind, knowing he could shoot most plainsgame species. At around 12:00, a group of waterbuck cows
approached. SJ identified a mature cow he could shoot. He
had to wait patiently for her to come closer. Once she arrived
at the blind, he needed to wait for a good shot opportunity.
The cow presented SJ with a broadside shot. He drew back
with his PSE Decree bow and let the arrow fly. It was a solid
pass-through, and after reviewing the shot on the camera, they
allowed the cow 30 minutes before the follow-up. Recovering
his arrow, SJ knew he had hit the lungs as it was covered in
pink blood. They recovered the cow within 50 yards.

SJ arriving at the impala ewe
After SJ’s hunt, Maans and I decided to go to the area where
we had hunted the previous day to look for a good impala
ram. Maans wanted to try out my 9.3x62 as well on this hunt.
Stalking closer, we saw three impala rams near the water.
One ram presented Maans with a good broadside shot.
Maans quickly made himself comfortable, took aim, and
fired. The shoulder shot was spot on and the ram collapsed
in his tracks.

SJ waiting patiently to get a good shot on the
waterbuck cow
The following morning, SJ and I went in search of impala.
Frikkie put out salt licks in certain areas around the farm, so we
knew we might bump some of these antelope if we headed to
one of the licks. Impala love salt licks – something to remember
on your next impala hunt.
SJ spotted an impala ewe at about 160 m, facing away
from us. Taking careful aim with my Roesler Titan 69.3x62,
loaded with the new 286 gr Sako Super Hammerhead
bullets, he squeezed the trigger. The ewe expired a few
yards from where he had shot her.

Maans with his fine old impala ram
The hunter showing respect to
the animal he harvested

That afternoon, Maans wanted to hunt a good, representative waterbuck bull. Frikkie said we should try and find a
nice bull as Kringgatspruit Safaris derived its name from this
antelope – kringgat refers to the white circle on the waterbuck’s
rump. Maans and I decided to search the area we had hunted
the previous day as we had seen plenty of waterbuck there.
Suddenly, Maans stopped and said that a big waterbuck
bull was heading towards us. As the bull was chasing after
some cows, he did not see us. We got into position and
Maans suggested I rest my 9.3x62 on his shoulder for
stability. I aimed, made sure I was steady, and took the
shot. We heard a loud “thump” and saw the bull running off.
Reviewing my footage, I couldn’t believe how perfectly my
shot had played out. I told Maans I was pretty sure about
the shot, and we set off on the bull’s tracks.
We found pink, frothy blood, indicating a well-executed
lung shot. Following the spoor, we recovered the bull within
80 yards from where I had shot him.
HunTech Pro travels across South Africa, giving us the
opportunity to share these hunts with you in association with
GAME & HUNT. Contact us today and let’s share a hunt!
For more information about our sponsors and destinations,
visit our website at www.huntechpro.co.za. You can also find
us on the following social media platforms:
 Facebook: HunTech Pro
 YouTube: HunTech Pro
 Instagram: huntechpro
 WhatsApp: +27 61 041 3020
 Visit our YouTube channel for more videos:
https://www.youtube.com/tjoeriekie

The Trigger Cam BSP in action

The bullet was caught in action entering the shoulder.
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HunTech Pro is now also
available on the new
platform, WildNET TV.
Download the app now!

The beautiful waterbuck bull
I hunted at Kringgatspruit
Safaris. What a privilege!

